Events
On the Road Again
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Bikers Support- Blood Bikes ‘End of the Garden’ Rally 2020- COVID-19

The Bikers Support group have been supporting the NHS by donating an
amazing £10,000 and also a rising total to date of £9000 to Blood Bike groups.
Now they are continuing to extend their fundraising activities through the ‘End
of the Garden’ -Blood Bikes Rally 2020 -COVID-19. They have created
merchandise for sale with Blood Bikes groups receiving the profits. If you want to
have a look and raise funds for NABB head to:
http://endofthegardenrally.webstarts.com

Thanks Bikers Support that is incredible
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Masks in the Making
As we all begin the challenging process of getting back to the ‘new normal’
we have been able to arrange for some Northumbria Blood Bikes branded
reusable and washable face masks. We think they look pretty smart and just
the job to help us all keep safe and well as we move forwards from lockdown.
Want to head out to the shops? Then don one of these and show your
support for NBB.
You can purchase one for £10 or two for £15, they can be mixed and
matched to your requirements. The price includes postage, follow the link to
place an order:
https://www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk/facemasks
WHERE WILL YOU WEAR YOURS?
Some of our NBB Volunteers have been spotted out and about safely wearing
their NBB washable and re-usable facemasks. We are all advised that
wearing facemasks helps to reduce the spread of viruses. We’d love to have
pictures of the unusual places you have worn your NBB facemask. Please
email us at:
newsletter@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
Our Publicity Officer Kirsty, modelling one of
our new reusable and washable
facemasks, as she supports the NHS in a
different way, from her NBB work. Looks
great Kirsty,
We wonder if her blood donation will be
transported by one of our NBB volunteers in
the near future?
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This must go down as one of
the coolest places our NBB
facemask has been worn so
far. Our NBB Volunteer Sam
wore his whilst at work with
CAE Training and Services UK
Ltd.
He was refreshing the 6
monthly crew training in this
737-NG simulator.
Up, Up and Safely Away!

EasyFundraising- Refer to Win Competition
The #easyfundraising Refer
to Win competition is back.
Please help Northumbria
Blood Bikes WIN a £500
donation! To enter, all you
need to do is sign up to
support them. It's easy and
completely free. This
donation would make a
huge difference! Sign up
now and share this to
increase their chances of
winning:

https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/nbb/?invite=USUWCJ&referralcampaign=s2s
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Northumbria Police Engagement Event- 25-26th July 2020
It has been a quiet time recently regarding events. So, it
was with some joy that we saw one pop in to the diary.
The first event post Corona virus lockdown was the
Northumbria Police engagement event held at Kielder
over the weekend of 25-26th July 2020. Our events
volunteers were really excited to get out and about
and also, it was the first time that the new NBB gazebos
were to be showcased. You may recall that in the
March 2020 edition of the newsletter, our publicity
officer Kirsty took to her garden to inflate and test the
new arrivals prior to them going out and about on duty.
As you can see from the pictures there were some fun and games ahead as
our fabulous volunteers set them up. The event although a little quieter than
expected, went well and hopefully once we can recruit volunteers again, we
may have a few new NBB members. Thanks for all your hard work over the
weekend folks, in raising awareness of the work NBB does. You did manage to
fundraise too and there was £15.95 in the collection bucket, glad that overall,
it was dry and warm for everyone.
Well done to all our NBB volunteers Eamonn, Alex, Carolyn, Peter, Steven, and
Eric. who attended to support the event and to Laura for dropping in see the
Sunday volunteer team, and thanks for the great photos too. You will be
pleased to know that an
electric pump to inflate the
new gazebos is on its way
too, although what a great
way to work out those
arms!
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It is out of the bag- Now where does this bit
go?

Aha and they are off- Carolyn taking
first shift manning the pump!

Hand over complete, keep
going folks!

Left a bit, right a bit, I think we almost there!
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A little bit of adjustment neededstop the pump!

Room for two?

The Saturday team all set up and ready to go.
Now for a well-earned cuppa. Well done all, fantastic
work.
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Thank you- Co-op Haydon Bridge
Our NBB collecting tins really work hard for us and continue
to bring in the funds, despite COVID-19. Once again we
would like to send our thanks to the staff and customers at the Haydon Bridge Coop, who’s collection tin contained a fabulous £19.30. Many thanks also to our NBB
volunteer Lorna for collecting it in. £19.30 can help our blood vehicles travel quite
a few miles.

Thank you- Downey DIY Sunderland
Well done and thank you to Downey DIY Sunderland staff and customers, for the
two collection tins collected this month by NBB volunteer Eric. Your collection tins
contained £25.00 and £42.20, so a fabulous total of £67.20. This will come in very
handy at the moment and will nearly fuel three full tanks for our Bikes.

If you would like a collecting tin for your organisation, centre or
store, please just drop a line to:
funds@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
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Fabulous Fuel Discount for NBB Vehicles

We would like to thank the National Association of Blood
Bikes for their incredible support in negotiations with BP Ltd
and championing our cause. They have collaborated with
BP Ltd to provide us with a longer-term fuel discount. The new BP fuel cards
are now with us and we can benefit from the generous discounts offered by
BP Ltd, that will make such a difference to us financially. Fuel costs are
considerable for NBB and these discounts
will help us to go that extra few miles in
support of the NHS and the Great North
East Air Ambulance. Thanks BP Ltd and
NABB helping donations go further fantastic.

Keeping the Fleet Rolling
As always Alan Johnson our Fleet manager works with
his team of assistants and other NBB volunteers, to
ensure that all the maintenance is undertaken on the
NBB fleet of vehicles. This is quite a logistical feat as we
have vehicles stationed around a wide geographic
area. This is Arnie getting two new tyres at National
Bike Tyres after passing the 11,000 miles point. Thanks to
National Bike Tyres, Newton Aycliffe who have been a
great support to NBB over the years.
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Thank you to NBB Volunteers
It is always a delightful surprise when our volunteers
are given thank you cards and surprised with small
and sometimes delicious gifts, in recognition of their
amazing work. We can honestly say that our
volunteers are just happy to
quietly go about their work supporting the NHS and Great
North East Air Ambulance.
It felt really special when two of our NHS colleagues sent us
this lovely card thanks Karen and Stan that’s so thoughtful of
you both.

Crumbs did someone mention cake?
You may have heard a
rumour or two that our NBB volunteers have a
little bit of a weakness for cake. If you ever want
to find out where the nearest cake stop is, should
you find an NBB volunteer on foot during their
deliveries, they will certainly be able to point you
in the right direction. Our volunteer riders and
drivers do undertake shifts of up to 12 hours, so
there are important fuel stops required, one for
the NBB fleet vehicles and the other for the
volunteer team. So, it was a lovely surprise when
Karen a receptionist at one of our Newcastle
Trust hospitals so thoughtfully baked us a lovely
lemon drizzle cake. We cannot imagine it lasting
for too long with our riders and drivers on shift
24/7 over the weekends, supporting the NHS and
the Great North East Air Ambulance partners. Thanks Karen our NBB volunteers
loved your baking and your thoughtfulness.
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Tyne Valley Express- Community Heroes throughout Covid-19
One of our eagle eyed members spotted that we had been included in the Tyne
Valley Express Magazine recently. The magazine had run a Facebook poll inviting
nominations for organisations and individuals who had gone that extra mile,
during the COVID-19 crisis. We feel extremely honoured to have been nominated,
thank you to everyone who voted for us and to Tyne Valley Express.
See the website for further information about their publications.
https://www.tynevalleyexpress.co.uk/
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Northumberland Lottery Update
It’s so easy to play. Log in to the website below, search for ‘Northumbria Blood
Bikes’ and Register for an account, choose your lucky numbers and set up your
desired payment. No subscription required so you can stop playing whenever
you like. But as they say- ‘You’ve got to be in it to win it!’
https://www.northumberlandlottery.co.uk/

Draw 4.7.2020- Numbers- 184794 (match the first 2-6 numbers in a row to win!)
Mr W supporting Northumbria Blood Bikes- Won 3 extra tickets

Draw 11.07.2020- Numbers- 146061 (match the first 2-6 numbers in a row to win!)
Mr S supporting Northumbria Blood Bikes- Won 3 extra tickets

Draw 18.07.2020- Numbers- 802815 (match the first 2-6 numbers in a row to win!)
Mr F supporting Northumbria Blood Bikes- Won 3 extra tickets

Draw 25.07.2020- Numbers– 174915 (match the first 2-6 numbers in a row to win!)
Mr W supporting Northumbria Blood Bikes– Matched 3 numbers and won £25
Mr M supporting Northumbria Blood Bikes- Won 3 extra tickets
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Celebrating National Volunteers Week 1-7th June 2020
Following on from Volunteers Week in June 2020, we continue to highlight some
of our fantastic NBB volunteers. Our volunteers are what make NBB the success it
is, as we are solely operated by people who volunteer. We are always amazed
at how much commitment our fabulous volunteers show and the pride they
have in their work, supporting our NHS and Great North East Air Ambulance
colleagues. Here are a few more profiles of our volunteers and why they
volunteer for us. Thank you again NBB volunteers you are so brilliant, and we are
awed by your dedication.
Hopefully we will re-open our volunteer recruitment, as soon as we are able to
do so safely. If you are interested in joining us please keep a close eye on our
website for updates.

www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
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Why I volunteer…
“In 2012 I saw an advert for Honda
motorcycles, who at that time were
sponsoring "Blood Bikes". I'd never
heard of Blood Bikes before, so
googled them and found out about
the Nationwide Association of Blood
Bikes, and that the first groups had
originated in the London area in the
1960's
I was a taxi driver at the time, and saw
how much our NHS were having to
pay for taxis to deliver their blood
during the night. Because I couldn't
give blood, I thought it'd be a great
way to help out, save our NHS some
money, and satisfy my love of
motorcycles, all in one go.

It’s amazing what you will do in the name of charity and fundraising for NBB You are a great sport
Gary!

I contacted the Nationwide Association of Blood Bikes, only to find out we
didn't have a local group in my area. I was however pleased to find out that a
representative was coming here to give a presentation to those who might like
to start a group... The rest as they say, is history.
We formed Northumbria Blood Bikes and had our first AGM in September 2012.
In February 2014 we went live with our first NHS Trust. We had 24 riders, one
second hand bike, no cars or controllers but tonnes of enthusiasm.
To my surprise and delight, we went on to become one of the biggest, best
and busiest Blood Bike groups in the UK, culminating in us receiving the
Queens award for voluntary services in 2017.
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I have met many new friends, from all walks of life, who have the same vision
as myself, to give a helping hand to our brilliant NHS.
I have previously held the post of Rota Manager and currently hold that of
Secretary. I am a rider, driver and fundraiser, but have done control in the
past. I personally consider the roll of controller to be one of the hardest and
most demanding, and have the upmost respect for those who carry out these
duties.
As a working man, shifts on Blood Bikes can be demanding and not for
everyone. I often ask people, "If your boss came up to you and asked you to
do a 12 hour night shift on a Saturday night, outdoors in the rain, but you'd get
double time and time off in lieu, would you be huffing and puffing and asking
if you had to do it, chances are you would". Ask a Blood Biker if they'd do it for
free, and you'd get a "yes I'll do that" (we are of course all mad).
My most memorable moment was when I was dispatched to deliver Blood to
one of our hospitals some 20 to 25 minutes up the road. It was (as usual) raining
quite heavily, and the job, although not classed as an emergency, was
classified as urgent. I collected the Blood and made safe progress through the
rain, all the while thinking, what on earth am I doing here. By the time I got to
the Hospital, I was soaked through, cold and still thinking, what on earth am I
doing here. As I squelched into the Pathology lab I was what can only be
described as " pounced on" by one of the lab assistants, who grabbed the box
of Blood from me, handed it straight to a young girl in a white coat, and as she
rushed out of the room, came back to me and apologised for calling out a
volunteer in this weather. He then explained that the Blood was for a new born
baby, who was born prematurely and was fighting for life. I left the Hospital in
a bit of a numb state and as I'm a smoker (yes I know, It's a filthy habit) I
reached for my cigs and tried to light up the most soggy tab you have ever
seen. As I stood there in the rain, trying to smoke my soggy tab, I thought to
myself, that's what I'm doing here.

As I was the Rota Manager at the time, I was tasked some months later, along
with our Training
Officer, to carry out some temperature testing for the same
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hospital. On arriving back at the Pathology lab, I bumped into the head of
Hematology and asked him if he knew of the case I'd delivered blood for
some months earlier. He did know, and told me that the baby who was
fighting for life had survived and was doing well. (I get goose bumps every
time I tell this story, and as I write, I have them now).
It Isn't very often we get to find out who is receiving our deliveries, it's even
more rare to find out the outcome for those concerned. So I consider myself
very lucky and privileged, to be able to tell this tale. Most of the time we spend
on shift, is pretty much run of the mill, but to those who are relying on the
products we carry, it's much more Important.
My name is Gary Annan and that’s why I volunteer for Northumbria Blood
Bikes.”
#TimeToSayThanks #VolunteersWeek
Why I volunteer…
“As a keen biker, I’ve known about NBB since the
charity launched. Having received excellent
care from the NHS for a variety of issues, I had
always resolved to join the blood bikes at the
earliest opportunity but had to gain extra training
first. I then had an incident with my own bike in
early 2016 and whilst broken down at the side of
a very fast moving part of the A19, I was relieved
to see the approach of a blue lighted bike that
was stopping to provide a visual alert to
oncoming traffic and protect me. This turned out to be NBB rider Mark
Richardson. I was so grateful for his assistance which may have prevented an
accident occurring, that I joined NBB later that day.

I started off as a controller whilst completing the required advanced rider
training. Providing
Then after
a year
of being
a riderof Iessential
took further
training
to qualify as a
effective
and timely
transportation
blood and
medical products
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driver. As well as carrying out those roles, I am the Fundraising and Events
Officer, and ensure our attendance at events around the region.
I love being able to choose when I do a shift, and having a wide variety of
shift types and vehicle based, which makes it very easy to identify where you
have spare time and can pitch in to help.
The camaraderie between the volunteers, the way that everyone works as a
team and goes the extra mile, and being able to enjoy good company whilst
on shift.
My most memorable moment whilst volunteering for NBB was being told by a
consultant upon delivering blood and plasma in the middle of the night, that
we had almost certainly saved a life with that delivery.

Volunteering gives me an incredible sense of wellbeing; it is my way of ‘paying
back’ the NHS for everything they have done for me, and those I love.
My name is Tiger Taylor and that’s why I volunteer for Northumbria Blood
Bikes.”
#TimeToSayThanks #VolunteersWeek
Why I volunteer…

“I first heard about blood bikes
about 6 years ago when reading a
bike magazine, then went on line
to have a look and found out
about Northumbria Blood Bikes.
I was looking to retire from the NHS
after 32 years and felt that I was
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still able to give something back to a service I had valued throughout my long
working career, I was a keen biker and also a car driver so started to make
enquiries about gaining advanced driving and riding qualifications. I joined
blood bikes in 2015.
Initially my role was one of fundraising attending several events in mostly local
supermarkets so represent blood bikers and to collect donations from the
general public. Since then I have achieved advanced driving and riding
status so I mostly volunteer as a driver but do the occasional bike shift too. I
have done the training to be a speaker too but just haven’t been able to fit
this in to my busy life yet.
Initially I was doing two shifts per week, mainly driving the Blood on Board car
which transports blood that will be used by the air ambulance in Cumbria and
in Teeside too. However due to grandchildren and other commitments I just do
one shift per week now with the occasional long shift to help out when we are
short staffed.
There is great support between riders and drivers who mostly have a shared
interest in bikes/ cars and helping people. It has been great to meet new
friends and to share our interests and devotion to the cause that the
organization is committed to.
My most memorable moment is probably stopping on Hexham bridge to help
talk to a young man sitting looking into the river, he said he was just stopping
to have a smoke but it was good to link with an off duty police officer to ask
the young man to get down. I then continued on my way to deliver the blood
to colleagues from Cumbria blood bikes, who would take it to the Cumbria air
ambulance.
It has maintained some purpose in life since I retired from work, it gives me the
opportunity to meet other like minded people and to hopefully continue to
serve a helpful purpose to the wider community and also importantly it helps
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the NHS to divert funding to patient care rather than to transport costs.
My name is Derek Henderson and that’s why I volunteer for Northumbria Blood
Bikes.”

#TimeToSayThanks #VolunteersWeek

Why I volunteer…

“I am a tutor for ROSPA cars and one of my
pupils was a rider for NBB and he told me about
the work NBB did, although at that time I thought
it was only motorcycles. I met up with an old
colleague who used to drive for NBB who told
me that they also had cars so I joined up early
2018.I am currently a driver and controller but
have given a couple of talks to schools and
scouts, as well as attending fundraising events.
As I am now retired I can volunteer for full night shifts which would have been
difficult when working. The best thing about NBB is the camaraderie and the
positive response from all NHS staff and the public.

The most memorable moment was driving north up the A 19 just as dawn was
breaking, a beautiful view.
Volunteering is a positive experience as it’s nice to give something back to
society especially the NHS.
My name is Tom Mears and that’s why I volunteer for Northumbria Blood
Bikes.”
#TimeToSayThanks #VolunteersWeek
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Spotlight on Speakers
Groups and Organisations- Would you like a presentation about NBB and its
work?
In the June 2020 edition of the newsletter we highlighted the role of Speaker. This
is a role that helps NBB to publicise our work. Groups and organisations will
contact us and make a request for a Speaker to give a talk about our NBB
service which, is free of charge. Often groups will make a donation or hold a
collection and our speakers are always grateful to accept these donations on
behalf of NBB.
The most important thing we need for our speakers is someone to talk to. If your
group of organisation are working to start meetings again (working within Covid19 guidance of course), and you would welcome a presentation about the work
that NBB undertake to support the NHS and Great North East Air Ambulance,
then we would be delighted to hear from you. Just go online to the Northumbria
Blood Bike website following the link below and let us know the details:
https://www.northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk/contact/Request_A_Speaker
Interested in the role of a Speaker for NBB?
Ordinarily you will have joined NBB and be an active member before you
undertake this role. We provide training, projectors and screens and a
presentation about NBB, but our speakers will often be asked a wide range of
questions, so it is really important that you are knowledgeable about all aspects
of our work. We aim to provide an NBB fleet vehicle at these events and usually
a Blood Bike or car will also be present. If you are an existing NBB member and
interested in training for this role then please look out for any speaker recruitment
drives and notifications. We hope you will get a little more insight into the role
from the quick questionnaire completed by one of our fabulous Speaker team.
They do a fantastic job and we bet they are itching to get back to presenting as
soon as they can. A huge thank you to all of you and fingers crossed that you will
spreading the word about NBB and its work soon.
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NBB Speaker Quick Questionnaire- June 2020- Ian M.
How did you find out about Northumbria
Blood Bikes?
With retirement looming I was looking
into volunteering possibilities and read
an article on the Blood bikes. I liked the
idea of motorcycling with a purpose as I
normally do it purely for pleasure. A bit
of Googling took me to the NABB
website and from there to NBB. I took a
Bikesafe Rider training day with Durham
Police and went through my advanced
training with Durham Advanced Motorcyclists with the aim of volunteering as
soon as I had the advanced qualification. Which is what I did.
What was it about the organisation that made you want to be part of it?
Like most, the NHS has a thread woven throughout my life and will undoubtedly
continue to do so. Riding a Blood bike seemed a worthwhile way of combining
my love of two wheels and the opportunity to “give something back”, helping
out the NHS by providing a much-needed service for them. In a perfect world
charities like NBB shouldn’t be necessary, unfortunately its far from a perfect
world and we are.
What role/s do you undertake for NBB?
I ride, drive and undertake the speakers role.
What was it about the role of Speaker that drew you to it?
The cakes...! A change in my circumstances meant it was difficult to fit riding or
driving shifts in. The speaker role gave me the opportunity to support the charity
in different way and fitted in well at the time, plus I enjoyed it.
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How did your first talk go and who was it to?
My first solo talk was supposed to be with Framwellgate Moor WI in Durham, but I
didn’t actually get to speak. I arrived at the venue to find there was a diary mix
up and they’d double booked. A gentleman from another group was already
there and set up. My second outing was much better, I actually got to speak this
time, and all went well.
What has been the best thing you have experienced as a speaker so far?
he cakes..! and the warmth of the welcome we receive at the venues – unless
they’ve double booked.
What is the training for the role like?
t was a few years ago and may have changed now but at the time it was pretty
straightforward. The role was explained at a group session along with a run
through of a typical presentation and some general points and practical info what you’ll need, uniform, getting set up, handling monies, use of PC’s, extension
leads, timings etc..
Following this, a talk by one of the existing speakers is attended as a witness/
assistant. This is great as you get to see first-hand how it all happens and have the
opportunity to ask plenty of questions. After that, the roles are reversed, and your
own talk is witnessed. If all goes well, you join the NBB speakers list.

Can you give us three words that sum up the role of speaker, from your
perspective?
Fun, Rewarding, Yummy-Cakes (sorry technically that’s four…)
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Relay Roundup July 2020
Our rota manager Chris Mann also manages the requests from other areas to
support the relay of blood, blood products, baby milk, specimens, equipment
and samples. He sends a special thanks to the volunteers who, sometimes at
short notice collect a blood bike or blood car and head over to meet
colleagues from other blood bike organisations or the NHS. Team- work at its
best and all free for the NHS. Great to work with you UK Blood Bike groups.
This month there were only a few relay runs to report and they were all between
Scotland and Newcastle. A big thank you to all of the NBB volunteers who took
part.

Edinburgh to Newcastle Relays

Our NBB Volunteer rider/drivers
meet up with Blood Bikes
Scotland to transfer and deliver
urgent samples from the
Western General Hospital in
Edinburgh to the Newcastle
Trust Hospitals.

Date
9.7.20
13.7.20
22.7.20

Volunteer
Ian
Sam
Jeff
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Can you spot the 10 differences between the 2 pictures below?
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Solution- Last Editions ‘Spot the Difference’- Did you get them all?
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Committee Updates July 2020
Sean Storey- Hospital Liaison
Thank you to all of our NBB volunteers, who facilitated the support of the NHS and
Great North East Air Ambulance this month. A further 1198 jobs under our belt
supporting these essential and life saving services.
June 2020 NBB Job Statistics
Trust

Number of jobs

Newcastle

753

Northumbria

154

Gateshead/South Tyneside

33

County Durham and Darlington

89

BoB-GNAAS

56

Relay

66

Corbridge Medical Group

27

Other
Total number of jobs

20
1198

Thank you to our NBB volunteer Mike for providing us with the year-on-year data
regarding our job numbers. 2020 saw the first year that our job numbers declined
slightly, following an upward trend from NBB’s inception in 2015. It has been a
challenging year for us all and we have continued to deliver our services
throughout the COVID-19 lockdown period. In 2020 we completed 844 jobs less
than in 2019 and there could be many reasons for this. Rest assured that the
Committee will be reviewing this over the coming months to ensure that we
continue to provide the highest levels of support and service to our NHS and
Great North East Air Ambulance colleagues.
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Chris Mann- Rota Manager

Thanks to everyone for ensuring the rota has been covered fully over the last
month. As people are returning to work and heading away for well-deserved
holidays, there have been a few more available shifts. Thank you to everyone
who has picked up these shifts and to those undertaking the relay rides this
month which, were a little more quiet. The rota assistants have done a great job
and thank you to them for keeping our services running uninterrupted.

Alan Johnson- Fleet Manager
Thank you to the NBB fleet assistants and volunteers for ensuring that all vehicles
remained on the road and that checks, services and repairs were all carried out
effectively this month. As you might imagine, moving the fleet around to ensure
there are fully operational vehicles available for our NBB volunteers, can
sometimes be a logistical challenge. A huge thanks to BDS Motorcycles Ltd,
National Bike Tyres and Fred Henderson Ltd for their ongoing vehicle
maintenance support.
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Tiger Taylor- Fund Raising Officer
It was fabulous to see the first event on the calendar since the Corona crisis
impacted upon everyone. It was great to see the NBB volunteers raising
awareness at the Northumbria Police Engagement Event- 25-26th July 2020. I
hope you enjoy the pictures of the event and a big thank you to our fabulous
NBB volunteers Eamonn, Alex, Carolyn, Peter, Steven, and Eric for their hard work
over the two-day event.
If you do have an event that you would like us to attend, please do get in touch.
We are always delighted to be invited and to support the community and raise
awareness of the work of NBB does, as well as talking to prospective volunteers
and fundraising to.
Congratulations to all of the winners coming through from the Northumberland
Lottery. Our aim is to sell 100 tickets for NBB and we are currently standing at 64
tickets sold, sadly down from last month. It would be great to see that number
rising again. If you have not yet joined it’s a simple sign up so, please head to:
https://www.northumberlandlottery.co.uk/support/northumbria-blood-bikes
Our collection boxes are still bringing in funds to support us and again it is a
simple way to fundraise. If you are aware of anyone who would like to host one,
please get in touch, using the email address below.
Thank you to the Co-op at Haydon bridge and Downey DIY in Sunderland for
their fabulous donations this month and also to NBB members Lorna and Eric who
arranged to pick the collection boxes up and return them to us this month.
funds@northumbriabloodbikes.org.uk
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